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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is NOT a valid use of stage variables? 

A. Storing values to be used in both derivations and constraints 

B. Storing values that can be referenced by name in downstream stages 

C. Storing values from one row to compare with values in the next row read 

D. Storing the result on an expression to be used in multiple output columns 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

To run multiple copies of the same job within Director, which of the following must be supplied? 

A. Job name 

B. Invocation ID 

C. Parameter values 

D. Username and password 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following is an FTP Collection method? 

A. Hash 

B. Same 

C. Random 

D. Sort Merge 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which is NOT a valid native operator for OSH? 

A. Sort 

B. Copy 
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C. Import 

D. Generator 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement is TRUE? 

A. The configuration file needs to be copied to all processing nodes 

B. The configuration file needs to be copied to the conductor nodes and all processing nodes 

C. The configuration file needs to be copied to all nodes to which the parallel engine has been configured 

D. The configuration file only needs to be copied to the conductor nodes from which parallel engine applications are
started 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference:
https://www-01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_11.3.0/com.ibm.swg.im.iis.ds.parjob.dev.doc/topic
s/c_deeref_The_Default_Path_Name_and_the_APT_CONFIG_FILE.html 

 

QUESTION 6

Which statement is TRUE about Balanced Optimization? 

A. Balanced Optimization is installed with InfoSphere DataStage. 

B. Balanced Optimization creates a parameter set called BalOpJAQLParams in the underlying project if it does not
exist. 

C. Balanced Optimization will change or optimize machine configurations, InfoSphere DataStage configurations,
database configurations, or HDFS configurations. 

D. Balanced optimizations are performed in a priority order. When there is ambiguity (for example, some processing
could be performed either in a source or target database) processing is pushed into database sources. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference:
https://www-01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_11.5.0/com.ibm.swg.im.iis.ds.parjob.dev.doc/topic
s/whatbalanceoptimizationdoestoyourjobs.html 

 

QUESTION 7

In your project there is a top level Sequencer job which has multiple sub sequencers and jobs. You have to move this
Sequencer job to a new project. How do you determine which objects have to be exported? 
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A. Select top level sequencer job and click on "Export" option 

B. Select top level sequencer job and click on "Find dependencies" option 

C. Select top level sequencer job and click on "Find dependencies (deep)" option 

D. Select top level sequencer job and click on "Edit->Job Properties -> Dependencies" 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

A job is designed with 3 Join stages in sequence. 

Join_1 keys are "Account", "Customer" and "PO_Date" 

Join_2 keys are "Account", "Customer" and "Txn" 

Join_3 keys are "Account", "Product_CD" and "Txn" 

Which of the following will lead to the best run time performance? 

A. Left links are Hash partitioned on "Account" for all joins Right links are Hash partitioned on "Account" for all joins 

B. Both left and right links are Hash partitioned as follows: Join_1 by "Account", "Customer" and "PO_Date" Join_2 by
"Account", "Customer" and "Txn" Join_3 by "Account", "Product_CD" and "Txn" 

C. Both left and right links are Hash partitioned as follows: Join_1 by "Account" and "Customer" Join_2 by "Account"
and "Customer" Join_3 by "Account" 

D. Left links are Hash partitioned on "Account" for the first two joins and on "Product_CD" for the third. Right links are
Hash partitioned on "Account" for all joins 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

In order to collect operational metadata, you must do which of the following? 

A. Enable "Generate operational metadata" in the Execution tab of the job properties using the Designer client 

B. Enable "Generate operational metadata" in the General tab of the project properties using the Director client 

C. Enable "Record job performance data" in the General tab of the project properties using the Administrator client 

D. Enable "Generate operational metadata" in the General tab of the Job Run Options dialog box in the Director client 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference:
https://www-01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_11.3.0/com.ibm.swg.im.iis.ds.admin.doc/topics/t_d
aclref_Capturing_Process_Meta_Data.html 
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QUESTION 10

Which of the following is NOT TRUE about the DataStage job score? 

A. It includes the operators automatically inserted at runtime 

B. It helps to determine the number of actual operating system processes 

C. It reports the amount of memory used by the inter-operator transport buffers 

D. It outlines the connection topology between adjacent operators and persistent data sets 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following is TRUE? 

A. The Modify stage can keep or drop records 

B. The DB2 Connector stage can have, at most, one input link 

C. The Copy stage can be used for implicit data type conversions 

D. When runtime column propagation is enabled, you can use output mapping on a stage to rename or drop columns 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference:
https://www-01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_9.1.0/com.ibm.swg.im.iis.conn.oracon.usage.doc/t
opics/r_runtime_column_propagation.html (Useage). 

 

QUESTION 12

Which statement about the ISD input stage is NOT TRUE? 

A. A job must have zero or one ISD input stages 

B. A job with an ISD input stage must have an ISD output stage 

C. Buffer size and timeout values can be supplied as job parameters 

D. Text over JMS binding is only available if you are using Network Deployment 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference:
https://www-01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_11.3.0/com.ibm.swg.im.iis.infoservdir.user.doc/topi
cs/t_isd_user_configuring_wisd_input_stage.html 
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QUESTION 13

Which Slowly Changing Dimension (SCD) stage statement is TRUE? 

A. Surrogate keys are used to join a dimension table to a fact table in a normalized schema database 

B. Each SCD stage processes multiple dimensions and performs lookups by using an equality matching 

C. Purpose codes are part of the table metadata that the SCD stage propagates to the dimension insert link. 

D. Actual dimensions changes are applied to the lookup table in memory and are mirrored to the dimension update link 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference:
https://www-01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_11.3.0/com.ibm.swg.im.iis.ds.parjob.dev.doc/topic
s/c_parjdev_Slowly_Changing_Dimension_Stage.html 

 

QUESTION 14

Parallel job column definitions have an SQL type associated with them. Which of the following is TRUE? 

A. Use the SQL type when specifying a schema via a file 

B. The SQL type is what the parallel job data set understands 

C. Use the Parallel tab of the Edit Column Meta Data dialog box to view the SQL type 

D. The SQL type is mapped to an underlying data type that the parallel job data set understands 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference:
https://www-01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSZJPZ_9.1.0/com.ibm.swg.im.iis.ds.parjob.dev.doc/topics/
c_deeref_Data_Types.html 

 

QUESTION 15

Which of the following statements about checkpoint/restart is TRUE? 

A. The parallel framework does not support checkpoints inside jobs 

B. You must set the environment variable $APT_DISABLE_COMBINATION to TRUE 

C. To perform checkpoint inside a parallel job, select the checkpoint option in each stage 

D. If the checkpoint/restart is turned on for a sequence job, all components of this sequence job must perform
checkpoint recording 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://books.google.com.pk/books?id=KxfCAgAAQBAJandpg=PA267andlpg=PA267anddq=infosphere+
checkpoint/restart+parallel+framework+does+not+support+checkpoints+inside+jobsandsource=blando ts=KUEtZqtgCea
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ndsig=cN-tkK9MAbllyhSzX5yvFTiq-
ZQandhl=enandsa=Xandved=0ahUKEwitq9rqnKLJAhUEJJQKHb6pD6QQ6AEIGjAA#v=onepageandq=info
sphere%20checkpoint%2Frestart%20parallel%20framework%20does%20not%20support%20che ckpoints%20inside
%20jobsandf=false 
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